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SafePoint Trust, a UK based Charitable Trust is set up with a single-minded
objective to promote safety of injections worldwide
Backed by its core philosophy – “Everyone has a right to live a safe live”, SafePoint
has been eyeing India to introduce and change its policies through media and also
lobbying with authorities
Founder and CEO, Marc Koska an international figure through his tireless and
dedicated efforts has introduced legislation in Uganda which now only promotes
and uses AD (Auto Disable) syringes
Recent studies conducted on syringes have proved beyond doubt that one third of
syringes in India are unsafe and are reused
Interestingly Marc is also the inventor of AD syringes (brand name Kojak) and is
hoping to introduce change in law so that millions of lives could be saved

PR Objectives






Create a nationwide PR campaign in media which would reveal startling facts
about the unsafe use of syringes in India with a view to stop reuse of syringes
Maximize exposure for Marc Koska, the brains behind the movement
Involve VIPs like Dr. Abdul Kalam, Kiran Bedi, Lila Poonawala to share their support
for the campaign

Communication route...


Mass Media

Print

Electronic

Wires

Trade

Online

Time-frame ...



A sustained PR campaign over a period of 6 weeks w.e.f. October 15, 2008 was
undertaken

Target Cities…






National
Metros

Delhi

Mumbai

Chennai

Bangalore

Hyderabad

Kolkata
National
Mini-metros

Chandigarh

Lucknow

Indore

Ahmedabad

Pune

Patna

Kochi

Bhopal

Our Approach






We recommended a 5 day intensive PR campaign of media briefing in 14 cities
Top health / city / feature reporters were invited to meet Marc Koska and key
people who supported the campaign
Details of study on unsafe syringes were shared with media
Media gave astonishing and sensational highlights of this study
A few days later, TV commercials were run on leading channels like Aj Tak,
Cimena Halls etc to get a huge impact

Outcome …



Out of the 5 days campaign across the length and breath of the country,
Madison was able to generate :

Over 225 exposures in all leading media (business, mainline,
vernacular, trade etc)

Over 20 channels interviewed Marc Koska on his vision for safety
of syringes

A huge impact through media was felt for over 30 days as
coverage kept pouring from all media across the country

Metro Now - New Delhi

Hindustan Times - Lucknow

Statesman - Kolkata

Times Of India - Pune

Outcome …
Hindustan Times





Owing to this huge exercise, Marc got a
call to discuss various issues on safe
syringes from Dr Ramadoss, Health
Minister
Marc put up the case and finally the
Health Minister gave a green signal to
only allow AD syringes in all Central and
State Government hospitals and clinics
and to stop the reuse of old and
recycled syringes w.e.f. April 1, 2009

